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ABSTRACT

The variation in the frost structure on a number of microgrooved brass surfaces is examined through an experimental study. The microgrooved samples are 45 mm x 45 mm in dimension with a broad range of groove dimensions. Frost is grown on these microgrooved surfaces under natural convection for a range of plate temperature (-8 to -18°C) and relative humidity (30-70%) conditions. The frost structure on the microgrooved surfaces, especially at the early stages of frost formation, is found to be significantly affected by the groove geometry (i.e. groove depth and pillar width). Coalescence of the condensed and hence frozen droplets, covering multiple pillars and grooves, is found to occur more frequently on the surfaces with shallow grooves and/or narrow pillars. For surfaces with intermediate groove depth and pillar width, a regular (brick-wall-like) frost pattern on the pillar surface is observed. Thickness and density of frost layer on the microgrooved surfaces are also found to vary with the dimension of the grooves in frost cycles up to 4 hours long. The relationships between frost structure, frost properties, and frost melt-water drainage is discussed, emphasizing the importance of these morphological features.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of frost formation on cold surfaces of different geometry, both simple and complex, have been carried out widely by many researchers due its importance in the air conditioning, refrigeration, cryogenics and many other applications. This study aims to examine the effect of the dimensional variation of groove geometry on the condensation and early stage of frost formation, and the subsequent effect on the frost properties on a number of microgrooved surfaces. Frosting process in this study was always preceded by the condensation of water droplets on the test surface, and frosting by ablation (direct solidification of water vapor) has not been studied in this work.

Wetting behavior during condensation on patterned hydrophobic/superhydrophobic surfaces has been studied by many researchers (Lafuma and Quéré, 2003; Narhe and Beysens, 2004; Narhe and Beysens, 2006; Jung and Bhushan, 2008; Chen et al., 2007; He et al., 2011). The loss of superhydrophobicity during the condensation process on different micro-patterned surfaces has been reported, as condensed droplets formed on both top and bottom of the surface asperities and the Cassie wetting was not observed for any of these surfaces (Narhe and Beysens, 2004; Narhe and Beysens, 2006; Jung and Bhushan, 2008). We, in recent studies, found that nucleation of condensed droplet occur on both the pillar and groove surfaces of metallic microgrooved surfaces (brass, aluminum) without any observable delay (Rahman and Jacobi, 2011a; Rahman and Jacobi, 2011b). However, dropwise condensation and retention of a Cassie state and superhydrophobicity of condensed droplets on nano-patterned surfaces have been reported recently (Chen et al., 2007; He et al., 2011).

Surface energy or wettability of a surface can significantly affect the frost formation characteristics (Seki et al., 1984; Shin et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004; Hoke et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Kim and Lee, 2011). The distribution, size and shape of the water droplets during the condensation process is governed by the surface wettability, which in turn affects the property of the frost layer in both early and mature stage of frost growth. For instance, the condensed and hence frozen droplet on a hydrophobic surface might take spherical shape with an isolated, sparse distribution of droplets, while that on a hydrophilic substrate might assume the shape of thin film of water/frost and higher area coverage under the same operating conditions. That denser frost layer forms on a hydrophilic surface than on a...
hydrophobic surface during the early stage of frost formation have been reported (Shin et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004; Hoke et al., 2004; Kim and Lee, 2011). The thermal conductivity of the frost layer is usually regarded to be a strong function the frost density and frost layer on the hydrophilic surface has been reported to have higher thermal conductivity than the same on hydrophobic surface during the initial stage (Shin et al., 2003; Hoke et al., 2004). However, quantification of the dependence of the condensation pattern and frost properties on the wettability is difficult as several other factors, such as substrate temperature, relative humidity, air temperature etc. can profoundly influence these processes and are often intertwined.

Studies of microscopic observation of the condensation and frosting process on a cold surface can give useful information on the size and distribution of the frozen droplets and growth pattern of the frost crystals in the early and mature stages of frost formation, all of which are found to considerably influence frost properties such as density and thermal conductivity (Hoke et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Hayashi et al., 1977; Na and Webb, 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2007; Rahman and Jacobi, 2011c). We have discussed the condensation and frosting pattern and also the defrosting characteristics on microgrooved metal surfaces (brass and aluminum) for a range of operating conditions (Rahman and Jacobi, 2011a; Rahman and Jacobi, 2011b; Rahman and Jacobi, 2012). Significant changes in the condensation and early frost formation pattern and much improved melt-water drainage behavior were observed for the microgrooved surfaces from that on the flat baseline surfaces.

However, the effect of dimensional variation of microgroove geometry on the condensation process and consequently on the early and developed stages of frost formation has not been studied yet. This is important as such study might enable us to better understand the effects of the groove dimension on the frost structure, especially at the early stage of frost formation. For example, the size, number and distribution density of condensed water droplets on the pillar and groove surface might very well depend on the width and depth of the pillar and grooves. This will influence the number and spacing of the frost columns and dynamics of the frost growth on these surfaces and depending on that, frost layer in the later stages might assume a fine or coarse structure and hence different density and thermal conductivity. In addition, the number and distribution of the condensed and frozen droplets and consequently frost properties on the microgrooved surfaces can also be affected by the rate of cooling of the substrate and relative humidity of the surrounding air. In this study, we investigated the effect of groove geometry on the condensation and frost formation pattern on microgrooved brass surfaces which were fabricated by a micromachining process.

2. EXPERIMENTS

In this study, frost was grown on microgrooved and flat brass surfaces inside an environmentally controlled test chamber. The test chamber was a rectangular box made of plexiglass and was about 30 cm x 30 cm x 22 cm in dimension [Figure 1]. Frost was grown on a number of microgrooved samples with a wide range of variation in the
the groove depth and pillar width (groove depth = 22 to 109 µm, pillar width = 26 to 190 µm and groove width = 127 µm), under the same operating conditions (air temperature = 22±2°C, relative humidity = 30-70%, plate temperature = -8 to -18°C, natural convection) and by providing the cooling by a thermoelectric cooler. The samples were mounted on the cooler by thermally conductive tape (k = 1.4 W/mK) and the condensation and frost formation processes on them were recorded by a CCD camera (Prosilica GC1290, 32 fps). Relative humidity inside the chamber was maintained to the desired level by using a cool mist humidifier. For the 2-cycle frosting experiments, defrosting was carried out by a self-defrost method, in which no heat was supplied to the substrate and the cooler was switched off. The defrosting process was terminated when all the frost had melted and the plate temperature reached a value of about 5°C.

The humidity and temperature measurements (with measurement uncertainties of ±2% and ±0.20°C, respectively) were recorded using a data acquisition system (National Instruments). The sample material was brass alloy 360, which is an alloy of copper and zinc, with a little amount of lead. The dimension of the samples was 45 mm x 45 mm and the microgrooved surfaces were fabricated by a micromachining technique, called micro end-milling. Detail of the fabrication method is reported elsewhere [18]. The microgrooved samples exhibited very high water contact angles (in the range of 125° to 149°), especially when viewed from the parallel direction to the grooves (along the grooves). A Cassie-Baxter wetting was observed on most of these surfaces when water droplet was placed on them.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the variation in the frost pattern with change in the groove geometry is discussed primarily for two substrate cooling rates. For the faster cooling rate, the condensed droplets on different microgrooved surfaces froze after a test period of about 14±3 min; it was 36±3 min for the slower rate of cooling. At the beginning of the condensation process, nucleation of very tiny droplets was found to occur on both the pillar and groove surfaces. Therefore, no Cassie-Baxter wetting state was observed during the condensation process on these surfaces.

3.1 Variation in the Frost Pattern with Groove Depth

The effect of the depth of the groove on the condensation and initial frost formation pattern was investigated on a number of microgrooved surfaces with fixed groove and pillar width of comparable value (127 and 112 µm, respectively), and also for surfaces which had groove width nearly twice the width of the pillars (127 µm and 68 µm, respectively). The groove depth was varied from 22 µm to as high as 109 µm (aspect ratio of 0.17 to 0.86, with aspect ratio being defined as the ratio of groove depth to groove width).

For microgrooves surfaces with a low aspect ratio (AR = 0.17- 0.31), a significant portion of the condensed droplets that formed on the surface of the pillars, sank down and intruded into the groove surface. Upon merging with the water droplets on the adjacent grooves, these droplets became large and covered multiple pillars and grooves. Because of the relatively small depth of the grooves, bridging of the condensed droplets occurred easily, either by the sinking of the droplets formed on the pillars into the grooves, or by the rising of the droplets on the groove surface to merge with the droplets formed on the adjacent pillars. The bridged droplets usually grew to a relatively large size and covered up to 5-10 pillars and the grooves between them [Figures 2(a)-(b)]. The frost structure on these surfaces [Figure 2(c)] looked very similar to that on the flat baseline surface [Figure 2(d)].
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Figure 2 The initial frost formation pattern (2 min after the droplets froze) on microgrooved surfaces with low aspect ratio of a) 0.17 and b) 0.31. The frosting pattern was random on these surfaces, as can be seen on a microgrooved surface with an aspect ratio of c) 0.28, and closely resembled the same on a d) flat baseline surface.
Figure 3 Frost pattern on the microgrooved surfaces with an aspect ratio of a) 0.7 and b) 0.86. Droplets filling in the groove surface in the form of water columns can be seen on the microgrooved surface with an aspect ratio of c) 0.86.

Figure 4 The brick-wall-like pattern of the frozen droplets on the top of the pillars can be seen on the microgrooved surfaces with an a) aspect ratio of 0.47 and b) aspect ratio of 0.56.

Figure 5 The regular brick-wall-like frosting pattern on the pillar top can be seen on surfaces with an aspect ratio of a) 0.47, b) 0.69 and c) 0.86, when the samples were cooled at a fast rate. Droplets from the pillar top intruded into the grooves and filled in the groove surface of the sample with aspect ratio of d) 0.86, for a lower cooling rate.

Distribution and growth dynamics of the condensed and frozen droplets on surfaces with high aspect ratio (0.70-0.86) were different than that observed for the shallow grooves. The condensed droplets were found to form, grow and merge more noticeably on the pillar surface as before due to easier solid-vapor contact and formed a brick-wall-like pattern of droplets on the pillar top [Figures 3(a)-(b)]. However, bridging of water droplets formed on the groove and pillar surfaces was very rare on these surfaces. At the end of the condensation period, nearly no water droplet was observed on the top of the pillars for the surface with the deepest groove (AR= 0.86) [Figure 3(c)].

For surfaces with intermediate aspect ratio (0.47-0.65), the observed nature of condensation and frost formation at the same cooling rate of the surface, was again, entirely different. On these microgrooved surfaces, a significant portion of the condensed droplets stayed on the pillar surface before freezing, giving the frost pattern a regular, brick-wall-like appearance [Figures 4(a)-(b)]. There were also occasional merging between the water droplets on the pillars and grooves, but the droplets were only large enough to cover 1-2 pillars and the adjacent grooves.

The initial frost formation pattern and the distribution of condensed and frozen droplets on the microgrooved surfaces were different when the cooling rate was higher, i.e. when the condensation period was shorter and freezing of the droplets occurred early (freezing occurring after 12-14 min of cooling). For this high cooling rate, in general, there was less coalescence of the droplets and also the bridging among droplets on the pillar and groove surfaces.
occurred less frequently. There was considerably less bridging among droplets on the low aspect ratio surfaces \((AR = 0.17-0.31)\). The resultant initial frost pattern on these surfaces at a higher rate of cooling thus had a very noticeable brick-wall-like frost pattern on the pillars, with nearly empty groove surfaces [Figures 5(a)-(b)]. For the deepest grooved surface \((AR = 0.86)\), the frosting pattern had the regular parallel, brick-wall-like droplets on the pillar top [Figure 5(c)]. However, for a slightly lower rate of cooling (freezing occurring after 18 min of cooling), a significant portion of the condensed droplets rolled off the pillar surface of this sample into the grooves and filled in the groove surface [Figure 5(d)].

3.2 Variation in the Frost Pattern with Pillar Width

Frost was grown under the same operating conditions on six microgrooved surfaces which had the same groove height and width (60 µm and 127 µm, respectively), while the pillar width varied from about 26 µm to 190 µm. Significant variation in the condensation and initial frost formation pattern was observed with this change in the pillar width. On microgrooved surfaces with pillar size comparable to the size of the grooves (pillar width to groove width ratio, \(P_W/G_W \approx 0.70-1.50\)), the formation and growth of the condensed droplets were more prominent on the pillar surfaces due to higher solid-vapor contact area of the pillars.

On surfaces with smaller pillar width, the condensation and frost pattern, however, were completely different. When the pillar width was much smaller than the widths of the grooves \((P_W/G_W \leq 0.5)\), condensation of droplets was more prominent on the surface of the grooves. When the samples were cooled slowly, the brick-wall-like frost pattern was found to appear on the surface of the grooves, rather than that of the pillars, for surface with the narrow pillars \((P_W/G_W \approx 0.20-0.40)\). The condensed droplets, formed on the top of the narrow pillars, sank down into the groove surface after growing to a certain size [Figure 6(a)]. For slightly wider pillars \((P_W/G_W \approx 0.55)\), some of the condensed droplets stayed on the pillar top while the rest sank down the pillars and filled the groove surface [Figure 6(b)]. When pillar width was comparable to that of the grooves \((P_W/G_W \approx 0.75-0.90)\), the regular brick-wall-like frost pattern was found to form on the pillar surfaces [Figure 6(c)]. For the surface with pillar width to groove width ration of about 1.5, the condensed droplets were found to form predominantly on the pillar top. These droplets, after becoming large through the process of growth and coalescence, intruded into the groove surface to fill in the grooves. The top of the pillars of this sample were found to be relatively empty. The condensation and frost patterns on this surface are shown in Figures 7(a)-(c).
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Figure 6 Frost pattern on surfaces having pillar width of a) 26 µm, b) 68 µm and c) 93 µm, when the samples were cooled at a slow rate (freezing of the occurred after a test period of about 36±3 min)

![Figure 7](image2.png)

Figure 7 a) Condensation and b) frosting pattern flat on the sample with the maximum pillar width (190 µm). The grooves were filled and the frost surface was flat when this sample was c) cooled slowly.
As has been observed for the surfaces with variable groove depth, the condensation and early frost formation pattern on these surfaces was different when they were cooled at a faster rate (freezing of the droplets occurring after a test period of $14\pm3$ min). The surfaces with narrow pillars ($P_W/G_W \leq 0.55$) had small droplets on both the groove and pillar surfaces, with very few occurrences of droplet bridging [Figure 8(a)]. Condensed droplet stayed and froze on the top of pillars of the surfaces with pillar size comparable to the size of the grooves [Figure 8(b)]. For a slightly lower cooling rate (freezing time of about $22\pm3$ min), the sample with largest pillar width had grooves filled in by droplets, along with the regular frost pattern [Figure 8(c)].

In summary, depending on the rate of cooling and the groove geometry, the droplets formed on the surface of the pillars either merged with the droplets on the grooves and filled the grooves completely, or bridged with droplets on the adjacent pillars and grooves to form a large droplet, or froze on the top of the pillars. When the cooling rate was high and relative humidity low, the droplets did not grow large enough to cause bridging and usually froze on the pillar top. For a low rate of cooling and high relative humidity, bridging of droplets occurred more frequently. For surfaces with fixed groove width and depth, the brick-wall-like frost pattern was observed on the top of the pillars of the microgrooved samples whose pillar width was comparable to the groove width. Bridging of the condensed droplets and completely filled groove surface were more common for surfaces with wide pillars. The condensation pattern described by Narhe and Beysens (2004) for surfaces with parallel microgrooves was found to be only partially followed in our study. The four stages of droplet evolution reported by them were not observed to occur chronologically for all the microgrooved surfaces in this study.

### 3.3 Effect of Groove Geometry on Thickness and Density of Frost Layer

The structure of frost at the initial stage of frost formation can significantly influence the thickness and properties of frost at later stages. The difference in the frost height between the frost layer formed on the groove and pillar surfaces varied with the dimension of the grooves, especially at the initial stages of frost growth (observable for up to an hour of frost growth). There was a significant variation in the frost height between the frost growing on the top of the pillars and grooves, on surfaces with an intermediate value of aspect ratio. This frost height difference at the initial stages was the lowest on the surface with the deepest groove, as the grooves were completely filled in and the pillar were relatively empty which suggests a compact and dense frost structure on these surfaces. Similarly, due to the presence of a high number of grooves and the resultant spongy frost pattern, frost on the narrow-pillared surfaces has a coarse structure and is suggestive of lower density. Frost on the surface with very wide pillars, on the other hand, had a compact appearance as the grooves were partially or completely filled with condensed droplets.

To examine the effect of the groove dimension on the frost thickness, frost was grown and thickness of the frost layer was measured on a number of microgrooved surfaces along with a flat brass sample, in 4 hr long single cycle frosting experiments at two plate temperatures (70% RH, plate temperature = -10°C and -18°C, air temperature = 20°C, free convection). Four of these microgrooved samples had fixed groove depth and width ($G_D = 60 \mu m$, $G_W = 127 \mu m$) and variable pillar width ($P_W = 26-190 \mu m$), and four more samples had fixed groove and pillar width ($G_W = 127 \mu m$, $P_W = 112 \mu m$) while the groove depth was varied from 22-109 μm. The frost thickness was determined by recording images of the frost surface at every 30 min and measuring the thickness by using standard image analysis software. The average frost thickness values are reported. Uncertainty in the frost thickness measurement was about 0.1 mm.
The variation of frost thickness on the microgrooved surfaces with different pillar width and that on the flat surface at two plate temperatures is shown in Figures 9(a)-(b). From these figures it can be seen that the thickness on the frost layer on the microgrooved surface with the largest pillar width (BR_PW-190) was significantly lower than the other microgrooved surfaces with smaller pillar width. It had very similar values of frost thickness as that on the flat baseline surface at a plate temperature of -10°C, but a slightly higher frost thickness at the lower plate temperature. The microgrooved surface with the minimum pillar width (BR_PW-26) had the thickest frost layer at -10°C. The two surfaces with intermediate pillar width (BR_PW-83 and BR_PW-112) were found to have similar high values of frost thickness in both the operating conditions.

Frost thickness as a function of time is plotted in Figures 10(a)-(b) for the flat baseline and four microgrooved surfaces with varying groove depth at two plate temperature conditions. From both these figures, it can be seen that the thickness of the frost layer on the deepest groove sample (BR_GD-109) was lower than the other microgrooved surfaces with shallower grooves. Thickness of frost layer on the flat baseline surface was comparatively low in both operating conditions and had the thinnest frost layer among all the samples at the lower plate temperature. The value of frost thickness on the shallowest grooved surface (BR_GD-22) had lower values of frost thickness at both plate temperatures than the same on the two other samples with intermediate groove depth (BR_GD-60 and BR_GD-88). These two surfaces had the highest and similar values of frost thickness under these operating conditions.

Figure 9 Comparison of frost thickness on one flat and four microgrooved surfaces with variable pillar width during single cycle frosting experiments at a plate temperature of a) -10°C and b) -18°C.

Figure 10 Comparison of frost thickness on one flat and four microgrooved surfaces with variable groove depth at a plate temperature of a) -10°C and b) -18°C.
Figure 11 Comparison of the a) frost thickness and b) density during the 1st and re-frost cycle on the flat baseline surface and the microgrooved surface (BR_PW-26) under the same operating conditions. Frost thickness was higher and frost density was lower on the microgrooved surface in both frosting cycles.

From the above discussion, we get further insight and understanding of the effect of variation of groove dimension on the frost structure. The results presented above clearly shows that the variation in the groove depth and pillar width not only affect the initial stage of frost formation, rather the effects are clearly visible after 4 hours of frosting. The samples with intermediate groove depth and pillar width, on which brick-wall-like frost pattern was observed to form on the pillar top at the initial stage, were found to have higher values of frost thickness throughout the frost cycle of 4 hrs. On the other hand, the condensed droplet filled in the grooves and the pillar tops were almost empty on the microgrooved surfaces with the widest pillar and deepest groove (BR_PW-190 and BR_GD-109, respectively), and it was found that the value of frost thickness on these surfaces was lower than the same on the other microgrooved samples. Similarly, frost layer on the surface of the shallowest grooved surface (BR_GD-22) had a structure similar to that on the flat baseline surface and the frost thickness values on them also closely agreed.

Next, the thickness and density of the frost layer on the same flat surface and one microgrooved sample (BR_PW-26) was measured and compared in a separate, 2-cycle frosting experiments (70% RH, plate temperature ≈ -15°C, air temperature ≈ 22 ±3°C). The 1st and the re-frost cycles were each 3 hours long and the measurements of the thickness and frost mass were recorded at every 30 minutes. The density of the frost was determined by measuring the mass of the frost formed on the surface at specific time intervals and dividing that by the volume of the frost. The volume of the frost was calculated by assuming an average thickness of the frost layer.

In both the frosting cycles, the frost thickness on the microgrooved surface BR_PW-26 was higher than that on the flat brass surface. In addition, the frost thickness on both the samples was found to be constantly higher in the re-frost cycle. These results are shown in Figure 11(a). The frost density, on the other hand, was higher on the flat surface than that on the microgrooved surface in both the frosting cycles. The density of the frost in the refrost cycle, again, was always higher due to the entirely different frost structure in the re-frost cycle. These results are shown in Figure 11(b). The retained frost melt-water on the surfaces at the end of the defrosting cycle froze at the beginning of the re-frost cycle, and the frost forming on this thin layer of frost had a denser frost structure. This is, once again, was in good agreement with our observation. We predicted before from the visualization study that the loose and spongy frost layer on the microgrooved surface BR_PW-26 is suggestive of a light frost structure and a higher frost thickness, while the frost structure looked more compact and denser on the flat surface.

### 3.4 Effect of Groove Geometry on the Frost Melt-Water Retention Characteristics

It has been shown in an earlier study (Rahman and Jacobi, 2012) that the microgrooves promote frost melt-water drainage and the melt-water retention on the microgrooved surfaces at the end of the defrosting process is significantly reduced compared to the flat baseline surfaces. Most improved melt-water drainage behavior was obtained for the microgrooved surfaces with wide pillars and/or with deep grooves. In this study, it has been observed that these surfaces (wide pillars, deep grooves) had a similar frost structure at the early stage of frost formation i.e. droplets filled in the surface between the pillars almost completely during the condensation process.
and the frost structure on them looked compact. Frost layer on these surfaces was consistently found to have a lower value than all other microgrooved surfaces used in this study under the same operating conditions [Figures 9 and 10]. It has been noted in the earlier frost drainage study (Rahman and Jacobi, 2012) that ‘ice-slush’ sliding (sliding down of ice-water lump formed between the pillars) occurred on these surfaces during the defrosting period, which is considered to be a contributing factor to the improved drainage behavior exhibited by these samples. Thus, the difference in the early frost formation pattern might have an influence on the frost melt-water retention behavior, too. A detailed study is needed to fully comprehend these effects.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Effect of groove geometry on the condensation and early frost formation pattern and consequently on the frost properties was investigated. Frost was grown on a number of microgrooved brass surfaces with a wide range of groove dimension and the condensation and frost formation processes on them were recorded for different operating conditions. The size, shape and distribution density of the condensed and frozen droplets were found to be considerably affected by the groove geometry i.e. change in the groove depth and pillar width. Depending on the rate of cooling of the sample surface and the groove geometry, the condensed droplets, which predominantly formed on top of the pillar surfaces, either merged with the droplets on the grooves and fill the grooves completely, or bridged with droplets on the adjacent pillars and grooves to form a large droplet, or froze on the top of the pillars. These differences in the initial frost formation pattern were found to considerably affect the thickness and density of the frost layer on the microgrooved surfaces in frosting cycle up to four hrs long. The findings were also suggestive of the effect of this variation of frost properties with groove dimension on the frost melt-water retention characteristics on the microgrooved surfaces during defrosting.
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